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Refereed papers track—at the heart of our reputation for

cutting-edge technical excellence—this year’s highly current

interest research reports cover resource management, file

systems, virtual memory systems, security, Web server

performance, storage systems, O/S performance, and more.

The FREENIX track—top-quality technical presentations on the

latest developments in the world of freely redistributable

software, including the business side of developing open source

software.  Meet with prominent free software developers and

fellow fans.

Invited Talks track—Y2K, the Microsoft antitrust trial, Internet

telephony, and other topics you want to know about, discussed

with an extremely practical, in-depth approach.

24 tutorials over three days—cover systems administration,

security, Linux, high availability, kernel internals, Perl,

performance tuning, network programming and configuration,

and more. Highly qualified instructors provide you with the

highest quality instruction.

Don't miss Work-in-Progress reports, Birds-of-a-Feather sessions,

the keynote by John Ousterhout, author of Tcl/Tk, the informative

products exhibit, the reception at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, and

the California coast at its best.
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Dear Colleague:

In one beautiful place, under one roof, you

can learn the results of the latest research,

master important new skills in the tutorials,

learn about the latest developments and

newest application in open source software,

and meet your peers and share solutions to

common problems. You can do all this and

more at the USENIX Annual Technical

Conference.

If you are looking for superior instruction

in techniques and technologies that you 

can put to use immediately, sign up for the

tutorials. Courses are led by fine teachers

who are hands-on experts. This year the 

tutorial program is expanded to three days.

Choose from 24 tutorials on topics in sys-

tems administration, security, Linux, high

availability, kernel internals, Perl, perform-

ance tuning, network programming and 

configuration, and more.

Refereed papers are the heart of the

conference’s reputation for cutting-edge,

technically excellent research. The program

committee received 63 fine submissions and

selected 23. Papers are on topics of especially

high current interest such as resource

management, file systems, virtual memory

systems, security, Web server performance,

storage systems, and O/S performance.

The Invited Talks track offers a wide vari-

ety of very interesting presentations, concen-

trating on relevant topics such as Y2K, the

Microsoft antitrust trial and Internet

telephony, with an approach that is extremely

practical.

The very popular FREENIX track returns.

FREENIX is devoted to *BSD, Linux,

Apache, Samba and the full range of freely

redistributable software. This year’s top-

quality papers, talks and evening sessions

delve into a wide range of topics, from new

file systems and device drivers to making the

business case for free software. You’ll meet

with the leading developers and fellow fans

and fanatics. Anyone interested in open

source software will appreciate the technical

quality and relevance of the FREENIX track.

John Ousterhout, creator of Tcl/Tk, CEO

of Scriptics Corporation, and leading figure

in the open source world will deliver the con-

ference keynote. His attention will be on a

fundamental shift in software development 

to integration applications—created by

coordinating and extending existing applica-

tions, protocols, frameworks, and devices.

Whether you are new to USENIX or a

veteran, the 1999 Annual Conference has 

a lot to offer. Please join us in Monterey 

June 6–11. I look forward to seeing you

there.

Avi Rubin, Program Chair

AT&T Labs—Research

PS: Register early for tutorials—they fill

up fast. You’ll get your first choice and

save some money.
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Technology is changing more rapidly than

ever before. No matter what your special

expertise is, you are expected to stay on

top of the latest improvements and do your job. Sign

up for tutorials and you will get an immediate payoff.

You’ll gain command of the newest developments

and put them to work at your site.

USENIX tutorials aim to provide the critical infor-

mation you need. Delivered by experts with hands-

on experience, tutorials are practical, intensive, and

essential to your professional development.

Our guarantee: If you feel a tutorial does not

meet the high standards you have come to expect

from USENIX, let us know by the first break and we

will change you to any available tutorial immediately.

Continuing Education Units
USENIX provides Continuing Education Units
(CEUs) for a small additional administrative fee.
The CEU is a nationally recognized standard unit
of measure for continuing education and training,
and is used by thousands of organizations. Each
full-day USENIX tutorial qualifies for 0.6 CEUs. 
You can request CEU credit by completing the
CEU section on the registration form. USENIX
provides a certificate for each attendee taking a
tutorial for CEU credit, and maintains transcripts
for all CEU students. CEUs are not the same as
college credits. Consult your employer or school
to determine their applicability.

Tutorial Overview

Stay on top of
the latest 
technology.
Register now
for tutorials. 

Tutorial fees include
• Admission to 

the tutorial(s) 

you select

• Printed and bound

tutorial materials

from your sessions

• CD-ROM with 

full set of confer-

ence materials

• Lunch

• Admission to the

USENIX ‘99

Exhibition

Each tutorial runs from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Sorry, no partial or split-day registrations are allowed. 

Master the newest technology. 

Tutorial Program Sunday–Tuesday, June ‒, 

Register now to guarantee your first choice.
Seating is limited.

Sunday, June 6, 1999

S1 Windows NT Internals New
S2 UNIX Security Tools: Use and Comparison
S3 Linux Systems Administration
S4 Essential UNIX Programming
S5 Network Security Profiles: A Collection (hodgepodge) of

Stuff Hackers Know About You
S6 Learning Perl
S7 Secure Communications Over Open Networks
S8 Advanced Solaris System Administration Topics

Monday, June 7, 1999

M1 Inside the Linux Kernel Updated
M2 Administering Windows NT: A Course for UNIX 

People New
M3 Multithreaded Programming in POSIX New
M4 UNIX Network Programming
M5 System and Network Performance Tuning
M6 CGI and WWW Programming in Perl
M7 Intrusion Detection and Network Forensics New
M8 Hot New Topics in Modern System Administration New

Tuesday, June 8, 1999

T1 Solaris Architecture: Internals, Tools, Tips and 
Tidbits New

T2 Sendmail Configuration and Operation (Updated for
Sendmail 8.9)

T3 Linux on the Edge New
PART I: Real-Time Applications in Real-Time Linux
PART II: How to Build a Beowulf: Assembling,
Programming, and Using a Commodity Supercomputer

T4 High Availability—Getting and Maintaining It
T5 Advanced Topics in Perl Programming New
T6 Configuring Cisco Routers on an IP Network New
T7 Windows NT and UNIX Integration: Problems and

Solutions New
T8 Modern Security Systems for Intranets, Extranets, 

and the Internet New



Sunday, June 6, 1999

S1 Windows NT Internals (NEW)

Jamie Hanrahan, Kernel Mode Systems 

Who should attend: Windows applications developers

and system administrators who need to understand the

internal behavior and structure of Windows NT.

Take better advantage of Windows NT, both versions 4

and 5, by learning its underlying internal architecture &

operation. Learn how to work with and take full advan-

tage of NT features such as asynchronous I/O, preemptive

multitasking, and multiprocessor support. Windows NT is

a new operating system base, and is not built on the old

DOS/Win16 platform, so “Designed for Windows 95”

does not guarantee “runs on Windows NT”! This tutorial

will help you ensure application compatibility between all

Windows versions and NT.

Topics covered include: 
■ General system architecture 
■ Calling system functions from applications 
■ Environment subsystems 
■ Thread scheduling 
■ Memory management internals 
■ Using and interpreting performance measurement tools 
■ Windows 9x/NT application compatibility checklist 

S2 UNIX Security Tools: Use and
Comparison 
Matt Bishop, University of California, Davis 

Who should attend: UNIX System, Network, and Secu-

rity Administrators who need to better understand the

various security tools currently available.

The goal of this course is to assist UNIX security

administrators and other interested users in locating and

using publicly available programs to improve the security

of their system. This course will compare the uses and

drawbacks of several different programs, with an emphasis

on when to use which.

Topics include: 
■ Tool checking and analysis: what to look for, how to

analyze a tool, checking downloaded tools for security

problems 
■ Static analysis tools: file system auditing, tiger, COPS 
■ Network analysis and security tools: monitors (nfsbug,

nfswatch), ISS, SATAN, Gabriel, Courtney 
■ Tools for privilege: managing shells (lsu) 
■ Tools for logging and log analysis tools (swatch,

logcheck) 
■ Libraries (msystem, trustfile) 
■ Tools for authentication: proactive password changers

(shadow, crack) 

S3 Linux Systems Administration 
Bryan C. Andregg, Red Hat Software,Inc. 

Who should attend: System administrators who plan to

implement a Linux solution in a production environment.

This course is designed to benefit both the novice adminis-

trator and the guru. You should be familiar with the basics

of systems administration in a UNIX/Linux environment:

user level commands, administration commands, and

TCP/IP networking.

From a single server to a network of workstations, the

Linux environment can be a daunting task for administra-

tors knowledgeable in other platforms. Starting with a sin-

gle server and finishing with a multi-server, 1000+ user

environment, case studies will provide practical informa-

tion for using Linux in the real world.

The following areas will be covered, with a special

emphasis on security: 
■ Installation features 
■ Disk partitioning and RAID 
■ Networking 
■ User accounts 
■ Services 
■ NFS and NIS 
■ High availability environments 
■ The workplace 
■ Up-and-coming in the Linux world (coda, ivan, etc.) 

By the end of the course, you should feel confident in

your ability to set up and maintain a secure and useful

Linux network. This tutorial will be conducted in an open

manner that allows questions to be asked and answered.

S4 Essential UNIX Programming
Richard Stevens, Consultant 

Who should attend: Programmers and system adminis-

trators who want to learn more about the essentials of

UNIX programming and recent changes. Some program-

ming experience in C is assumed.

In this tutorial, you will learn about current UNIX

programming concepts required for systems

programming, with a focus on the poorly documented

features that tend to be the least understood. It does not

cover the basic functions that most programmers are

familiar with (open, lseek, STDIO).

You will also hear about the recent additions to the

UNIX programming toolbag, specifically the 1996

POSIX.1 standard which includes the realtime and

threads extensions and the UNIX 98 system which

includes the Large File Summit and N-bit cleanup 

(64-bit and beyond).

Topics will include: 
■ Current UNIX standards 
■ File and directory I/O: I/O sharing, POSIX.1 changes,

Large File Summit changes 
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■ Process control: Startup & termination, race conditions,

interpreter files 
■ Process relationships: Sessions, job control, daemons,

error logging 
■ Signals, including POSIX.1 realtime signals 
■ Record locking 
■ I/O multiplexing 
■ Memory mapped I/O 
■ Interprocess communication: Coprocesses and new

POSIX.1
■ IPC: messages, semaphores, and shared memory 
■ POSIX.1 threads

S5 Network Security Profiles: 
A Collection (hodgepodge) of Stuff
Hackers Know About You 
Jon Rochlis and Brad Johnson, 
SystemExperts Corp. 

Who should attend: Network, system, and firewall

administrators; security auditors or audit recipients; peo-

ple involved with responding to intrusions or responsible

for network-based applications or systems which might be

targets for hackers. Participants should understand the

basics of TCP/IP networking. Examples may use UNIX

commands or include C or scripting languages.

This course will be useful for people with any type of

TCP/IP based system, whether it is a UNIX, Windows,

NT, or mainframe based operating system or whether it is

a router, firewall, or gateway network host.

There are common stages to network-based host

attacks, whether it comes from the Internet, Extranet, or

Intranet—reconnaissance, vulnerability research, and

exploitation. This tutorial will review the tools and tech-

niques hackers use in performing these types of activities.

You will learn how to be prepared for such attacks by

becoming familiar with the methods they use. Specifically,

the course will focus on how to generate profiles of your

own systems over the network. Additionally, it will show

some of the business implications of these network-based

probes.

The course will focus primarily on tools that exploit

many of the common TCP/IP based protocols (such as

WWW, SSL, DNS, ICMP, SNMP) which support virtu-

ally all of the Internet applications, including Web tech-

nologies, network management, and remote file systems.

Many topics will be addressed at a detailed technical and

administrative level. This course will primarily use exam-

ples of public domain tools because they are widely avail-

able and commonly used in these situations.

Topics will include: 
■ Review of attack methodology: reconnaissance, target

selection, and exploitation 
■ Profiles: what an attack looks like 
■ Techniques: scanning, CERTs, TCP/IP protocol “mis”

uses, denial of service, and hacking clubs 

■ Tools: scotty, strobe, netcat, SATAN, ISS, ToneLOC,

SSLeay/upget, etc. 
■ Business exposures: integrity and confidentiality, audits,

and intrusion resolution 

S6 Learning Perl
Tom Christiansen, Consultant 

Who should attend: Programmers with previous experi-

ence either in a structured programming language, like C,

C++, Pascal, Python, or Java, or else in a scripting lan-

guage like the Bourne shell, Javascript, or Tcl. While some

previous exposure to Perl is beneficial, it’s not essential.

Designed to be programmer-friendly and platform-

neutral, Perl is a high-level, general-purpose programming

language that makes easy things easy and hard things pos-

sible. Now moving into its second decade, Perl has

become the language of choice across all platforms for

programmers engaged in rapid prototyping, system utili-

ties, software tools, system management tasks, database

access, graphical and Web programming. Perl program-

ming is an essential skill for any system administrator or

Web programmer, and an important one for nearly every-

one else.

Because Perl incorporates aspects of more than a dozen

well-known UNIX tools, experienced UNIX programmers

and administrators can come up to speed on Perl very

rapidly. However, because Perl is portable to all major

platforms, programmers and administrators everywhere

will benefit from this high-powered tool.

Topics in this full-day class include:
■ Getting started with Perl, command-line switches
■ Debugging, common beginner “gotchas”
■ Control flow structures, such as loops and conditionals
■ Strings and numbers
■ Detailed description of basic data types (scalar, array,

and hash variables)
■ Working with files and directories
■ Binary I/O, formatted data, records
■ Nested and multidimensional data structures
■ References
■ Detailed work on Perl regular expressions for pattern

matching and substitution
■ Writing user-defined functions
■ Scoping issues
■ Signal handling
■ A light overview of packages, libraries, modules, and

object-oriented programming in Perl

S7 Secure Communications Over Open
Networks 
Marcus J. Ranum, Network Flight Recorder, Inc. 

Who should attend: Programmers, network managers,

and individuals who need to develop or deploy secure
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communication systems. Some experience with TCP/IP

and UNIX is assumed.

People increasingly rely on electronic communications

as a daily part of their private lives. Corporations rely on

Internet services as essential tools for their business. At the

same time, many of the tools being used lack even basic

protections against snooping and tampering. To make

matters more interesting, governments are becoming con-

cerned that civilian use of secure communications may

threaten national security, and are pushing for various

degrees of regulation.

This tutorial is intended to teach the experienced net-

work and system manager how to build and deploy a wide

range of secure communication tools. Tools are discussed

within the overall context of communication security and

appropriateness. Topics will range from the highly

paranoid, including basic spycraft and covert channels, to

the practical, such as building your own VPN router or

operating PGP. We will cover actual configurations, set-up

procedures, and command lines for software packages on

BSD UNIX. Debugging and verifying operation will also

be discussed.

Topics include:
■ The communications security environment 
■ Covert operations: introductory spycraft 
■ Absolute security: one-time pads 
■ DES encryption 
■ Email security: PGP 
■ Hiding communications: steganography 
■ Virtual Private Networks: using SSH and IPSEC 
■ Privacy: anonymous remailers, anonymizer servers,

and crowds 
■ Up-and-coming technologies 
■ The regulatory environment 
■ Where to get crypto-munitions 

S8 Advanced Solaris System
Administration Topics 
Peter Galvin, Corporate Technologies, Inc. 

Who should attend: UNIX administrators who need

more knowledge of Solaris administration.

This course covers a variety of topics that are of

importance to Solaris system administrators. We will dis-

cuss the new major features of recent Solaris releases,

including which to use, which to avoid, and how to use

them. This in-depth course will provide the information a

systems manager/administrator needs to effectively run a

Solaris installation.

Topics include: 
■ Installing and Upgrading 

• Planning your installation, filesystem 

layout, post-installation steps 

• Installing (and removing) patches and packages 
■ Advanced Features of Solaris 2 

• CacheFS—Configuring and using AutoFS 

• Software Manager 

• NIS+ features, differences between NIS+ and NIS,

migration issues 

• Printing 

• Serial I/O—The Service Access Facility, enabling

logins on a serial port, configuring a serial port for tip 
■ Networking and the Kernel 

• Virtual IP—Configuration and uses 

• PPP and alternatives 

• Kernel and performance tuning—New features,

adding devices, tuning, debugging commands 

• Devices—Naming conventions, drivers 
■ Enhancing Solaris 

• High availability essentials—Disk failures and recov-

ery, RAID levels, uses and performance, H/A prod-

ucts 

• Tools—Useful free tools, tool use strategies 

• Security—Locking down Solaris, system

modifications, tools 

• Resources and references 

Monday, June 7, 1999

M1 Inside the Linux Kernel  (UPDATED)

Stephen C. Tweedie, Red Hat Software

Who should attend: Application programmers and kernel

developers. You should be reasonably familiar with C pro-

gramming in the UNIX environment, but no prior experi-

ence with the UNIX or Linux kernel code is assumed.

This tutorial will give you an introduction to the

structure of the Linux kernel, the basic features it

provides, and the most important algorithms it employs.

The Linux kernel aims to achieve conformance with

existing standards and compatibility with existing operat-

ing systems; however, it is not a reworking of existing

UNIX kernel code. The Linux kernel was written from

scratch to provide both standard and novel features, and

takes advantage of the best practice of existing UNIX

kernel designs.

Although the material will focus on the recently

released new stable version of the Linux kernel (version

2.2), it will also address aspects of the previous, still

widely used version 2.0 codebase where that differs sub-

stantially from the new version. It will not contain any

detailed examination of the source code but will rather

offer an overview and roadmap of the kernel’s design and

functionality.

Topics will include:
■ How the Linux kernel is organized: scheduler, virtual

memory system, filesystem layers, device driver layers

and networking stacks
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• The interface between each module and the rest of

the kernel, and the functionality provided by that

interface 

• The common kernel support functions and

algorithms used by that module

• How modules provide for multiple implementations

of similar functionality (network protocols, filesystem

types, device drivers and architecture-specific

machine interfaces )
■ Basic ground rules of kernel programming, such as races

and deadlock conditions
■ Implementation of the most important kernel

algorithms and their general properties (aspects of

portability, performance and functionality) 
■ The main similarities and differences between Linux

and traditional UNIX kernels, with attention to places

where Linux implements significantly different

algorithms 
■ Details of the Linux scheduler, its VM system, and the

ext2fs filesystem 
■ The strict requirements for ensuring that kernel code is

portable between the many architectures that Linux

supports 

M2 Administering Windows NT: A Course
for UNIX People (NEW)

Aeleen Frisch, Exponential Consulting

Who should attend: UNIX system administrators who

are also responsible for Windows NT systems (or who

may become responsible for them at some point in the

future). Students attending this class should be comfort-

able with general system administration concepts (filesys-

tems, processes, user accounts, backups, and the like) as

well as the major tools and procedures used to manage

them on UNIX systems. A sense of humor will also be

beneficial when initially approaching Windows NT.

The primary goal of this course is to help you apply

what you already know about system administration

under UNIX to the tasks and challenges of the Windows

NT environment, in an effort to make that transition as

easy and painless as possible. The course will include a

variety of real-world examples and will focus on practical

techniques and strategies for NT system administration.

You can expect a very fast-paced, information-rich course.

Topics covered include: 
■ A Walking Tour of a Windows NT Server 

• The NT world view (WNT ==? VMS++) 

• The client-server system model and its implications 

• Filesystem layout and essential system files 

• Processes under NT 

• Don’t forget that it’s a PC 
■ Tools to Aid in NT System Administration 

• What NT supplies 

• Commercial products and freely available software 

• Making NT act like UNIX 

■ Booting under Windows NT 

• Normal startup and shutdown 

• Troubleshooting hints and strategies 

• Multi-OS system configurations 
■ Managing User Accounts 

• Mechanisms and procedures 

• NT groups 

• Security and user accounts 
■ Disks and Filesystems on Windows NT Systems 

• The NTFS filesystem 

• Spanning disk partitions 

• Fault tolerance capabilities 
■ Networking under NT: Connecting to UNIX and

Other Systems 

• What NT provides 

• NT and UNIX networks 

• Connecting to Windows systems 

• Filling in what NT is missing 
■ Printing on and from Windows NT Systems 

• Local printing 

• Printers and networks 

• Going to/from UNIX systems 
■ Overview of Windows NT Security 

• NT’s view of system and network security 

• Controlling access to system resources 

• System monitoring and security 

M3 Multithreaded Programming
in POSIX (NEW)

Bil Lewis, Lambda Computer Science

Who should attend: This tutorial is designed with the

experienced C or C++ programmer in mind. Anyone

planning to work with any of the multithreading libraries

will find a full explanation of their foundations in this

course, and should have little trouble when dealing with

the different APIs. Java programmers will also find this

course useful in understanding Java threads.

Multithreaded programming has graduated from the

realm of arcane programming to the field of common use.

No programmer should develop code without at least

considering the possible benefits of a multithreaded

design. Numerous everyday applications, from Web

browsers to servers, GUI-based systems to databases, and

all manner of multi-function programs use and have ben-

efitted from multi-threading.

This tutorial will give the programmer a solid under-

standing of threads—what they are, how they work, why

they are useful, and many of the programming issues sur-

rounding their use. It will examine in detail some simple

programs, looking at both the operation and performance

of these programs. The tutorial will also cover many of

the complexities and hardware-dependent performance

issues that arise.

The actual code examples will be in PThreads (the

examples have been run on Solaris, Digital UNIX, IRIX,
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and HP-UX), with reference to how the Java and Win32

APIs are used. These same programs have been ported to

Java and are available on the Web. At the end of this

course, the skillful programmer will be able to evaluate

the applicability of MT to specific projects, understand

MP performance issues, and have the background to

begin writing threaded code.

In this course you will learn about:
■ What the possible scheduling algorithms for threads are

and about the hardware issues related to threads and

scheduling
■ Types of synchronization available in different libraries

and how they work
■ How signals have been extended to work with threads
■ How to deal with shared memory, unreserved virtual

memory, CPU-specific binding of threads, kernel-level

scheduling, etc.
■ What it means to be “MT-safe”
■ What the different efficiency issues are
■ Which aspects of MT affect performance
■ How many CPUs can be used effectively for different

programs
■ Various multiprocessor designs
■ Web pages, sample programs, newsgroups, books

M4 UNIX Network Programming
W. Richard Stevens, Consultant 

Who should attend: UNIX/C programmers who want to

learn how to write programs that communicate across a

network. You should have a basic familiarity with net-

working concepts and the TCP/IP protocols.

The goal of this tutorial is to provide you with the

knowledge needed to write network programs, and to

develop and examine actual examples. Although it covers

the Berkeley sockets interface, the tutorial focuses on

UNIX network programming concepts using TCP/IP that

are applicable to both sockets and TLI.

Topics will include: 
■ Introduction 

• The big picture 

• Standards 

• UNIX process handling 

• Connections and associations 

• Concurrent vs. iterative servers 
■ Berkeley Sockets 

• All the socket functions 

• TCP and UDP client-server examples 

• Reserved ports 

• Stream pipes 

• Multiplexed I/O 

• Out-of-band data 

• Raw sockets 

• Broadcasting 

• The inetd superserver 

• Constructing Internet addresses 

• Socket changes with 4.4BSD 

M5 System and Network Performance
Tuning 
Marc Staveley, Consultant 

Who should attend: Novice and advanced UNIX system

and network administrators, and UNIX developers con-

cerned about network performance impacts. A basic

understanding of the UNIX system facilities and network

environments is assumed.

We will explore procedures and techniques for tuning

systems, networks and application code. Starting from 

the single system view, we will examine how the virtual

memory system, the I/O system and filesystem can be

measured and optimized. We’ll extend the single host view

to include Network File System tuning and performance

strategies. Detailed treatment of networking performance

problems, including network design and media choices,

will lead to examples of network capacity planning. Appli-

cation issues such as system call optimization, memory

usage and monitoring, code profiling, real-time program-

ming, and techniques for controlling response time will be

addressed. Many examples will be given, along with

guidelines for capacity planning and customized monitor-

ing based on your workloads and traffic patterns.

Question and analysis period for particular situations will

be provided.
■ Performance Tuning Strategies 

• Practical goals 

• Monitoring intervals 

• Useful statistics 

• Tools, tools, tools 
■ Server Tuning 

• Filesystem and disk tuning 

• Memory consumption and swap space 

• System resource monitoring 
■ NFS Performance Tuning 

• NFS server constraints 

• NFS client improvements 

• NFS over WANs 

• Automounter and other tricks 
■ Network Performance, Design and Capacity Planning 

• Locating bottlenecks 

• Demand management 

• Media choices and protocols 

• Network topologies: bridges, switches and routers 

• Throughput and latency considerations 

• Modeling resource usage 
■ Application Tuning 

• System resource usage 

• Memory allocation 

• Code profiling 

• Job scheduling and queueing 

• Real-time issues 

• Managing response time 
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M6 CGI and WWW Programming in Perl 
Tom Christiansen, Consultant 

Who should attend: Programmers with some

background in Perl and HTML. No previous CGI experi-

ence is required. Programmers without any Perl

background should read the Llama book first. This is nei-

ther a “for non-programmers” course nor a “for guru pro-

grammers” course. It’s for “occasional programmers”, folks

other than UNIX gurus who need to deal with CGI and

WWW programming.

Have you always wanted to learn about CGI and

other WWW programming using Perl, but didn’t know

where to begin? This tutorial will provide you with a good

start. Special attention is given to system security issues.

All aspects of writing and processing fill-out forms are

covered using the standard CGI and LWP module to

write scripts that fetch and analyze remote documents.

Specific topics include: 
■ Configuring your server for CGI execution 
■ Setuid execution and taint checking 
■ Avoiding the perils of shell escapes and 

backquotes 
■ An overview of the HTTP and CGI protocols 
■ CGI-related environment variables 
■ CGI without forms 
■ Debugging your CGI programs interactively 
■ Remote browser and remote user determination
■ All the standard form widgets 
■ Generating dynamic forms 
■ Persistent widget values 
■ Cookies 
■ Multistage (“shopping cart”) forms 
■ Saving forms to files or sockets 
■ Sending mail safely 
■ Virtual hosts and directories 
■ Location redirection 
■ Database access using flat text or HTML files, DBM

files, and a full SQL database 
■ HTML parsing and link analysis 
■ Processing URLs by modification date 
■ Negotiating through firewall proxies 

M7 Intrusion Detection and Network
Forensics (NEW)

Marcus J. Ranum, Network Flight Recorder, Inc. 

Who should attend: Network and system managers,

security managers, and auditors. This tutorial will assume

some knowledge of TCP/IP networking and client/server

computing.

What can intrusion detection do for you? Intrusion

detection systems are designed to alert network managers

to the presence of unusual or possibly hostile events

within the network. Once you’ve found traces of a hacker,

what should you do? What kind of tools can you deploy

to determine what happened, how they got in, and how

to keep them out? This tutorial provides a highly technical

overview of the state of intrusion detection software and

the types of products that are available, as well as the basic

principles to apply for building your own intrusion detec-

tion alarms. Methods of recording events during an intru-

sion are also covered.

Course outline: 
■ What is IDS?

• Principles

• Prior art
■ Can IDS Help?

• What IDS can and can’t do for you

• IDS and the WWW

• IDS and firewalls

• IDS and VPNs
■ Types and Trends in IDS Design

• Anomaly detection

• Misuse detection

• Traps

• Future avenues of research
■ Concepts for Building Your IDS

• What you need to know first

• Performance issues
■ Tools for Building Your IDS

• Sniffers and suckers

• Host logging tools

• Log recorders
■ Reporting and Recording

• Managing alerts

• What to throw away

• What to keep
■ Network Forensics

• So you’ve been hacked

• Forensic tools

• Brief overview of evidence handling

• Who can help you
■ Resources and References

M8 Hot New Topics in Modern System
Administration (NEW)

Evi Nemeth, University of Colorado, Boulder;
Ned McClain, XOR Network Engineering

Who should attend: System and network administrators

who want to learn about real-life solutions to everyday

problems.

Overwhelmed by the rapid change in the system

administration field? This tutorial is a potpourri of learn-

ing about hot topics that will make you more effective in

your role as a system administrator. Specifically, we’ll be

covering the following:

wreq—Managing user requests and trouble tickets is an

everyday task. We’ll discuss the freely available Web-based

tool wreq, together with procedures that you can use to
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make your SA group serve the needs of its internal

customers.

Y2K compliance—The year 2000 is coming, and now is

the time to make sure your site is prepared. We’ll talk

about the Y2K issues that you need to address as an

administrator in the UNIX environment, and give you

some tips on creating a Y2K gameplan for the UNIX

hosts at your site.

Optimizing Web server performance—Learn tricks-of-

the-trade to make your hot UNIX Web server even hotter.

We’ll cover measuring UNIX Web server performance as

well as tuning it for optimum throughput and response.

LPRng—Tired of those nasty printing problems? This

next-generation print spooler can ease many cross-

platform printing hassles as well as reduce time spent

maintaining the printing system at your site.

What’s hot on the UNIX security battlefront—It’s

been a long year in UNIX security, and now’s a great time

to brush up on happenings in this area. We’ll talk about

the most important holes that you need to address as well

as suggest approaches to general UNIX security.

Modern UNIX filesharing—NFS has a bunch of new

features, but do you know what they do or how to use

them? Learn how to maximize the benefits of NFS 3.0 at

your site.

A new world, split by OS—Are you suffering from

UNIX in the machine room with PCs on the desktop?

This syndrome is affecting system administrators

everywhere, but there are some cures. We’ll talk about

strategies to handle this situation, and tools to make it

seamless.

Tuesday, June 8, 1999

T1 Solaris Architecture: Internals, Tools,
Tips and Tidbits (NEW)

Richard McDougall and James Mauro, 
Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Who should attend: Systems administrators, capacity

planners, performance analysts and application developers

who use Solaris. Solaris users who wish to know more

about the system they’re using and the information they

can get from bundled tools. Anyone interested in operat-

ing system internals.

The installed base of Solaris systems being used for

various commercial data processing applications across all

market segments and scientific computing applications

has grown dramatically over the last several years (and

continues to grow). As an operating system, Solaris has

evolved considerably along the way, with some significant

changes made to the UNIX SVR4 source base on which

the early system was built. An understanding of how the

system works is required in order to design and develop

applications that take maximum advantage of the various

features of the operating system, understand the data

made available via bundled system utilities, and optimally

configure and tune a Solaris system for a particular appli-

cation or load.

This course covers the major components of the

Solaris operating system, including:
■ Process/thread/dispatcher subsystem, virtual memory,

filesystems and I/O interfaces
■ Kernel data structures and algorithms discussed for all

the major subsystems, with descriptions of the data

extraction points used by the bundled tools (e.g. sar,

vmstat, mpstat, etc.) 
■ Several unbundled tools and utilities (e.g. ProcTool,

MemTool)
■ Implementation of the kernel locking primitives (e.g.

mutexes, condition variables)
■ System clocks (hardware and software)
■ 64-bit kernel, linkers and libraries
■ System calls, interprocess communication 
■ Kernel tuneable parameters

After attending this seminar, participants will have a

solid understanding of the internals of the major areas of

the Solaris kernel that they will be able to apply to

systems performance analysis, tuning, load/behaviour

analysis and application development.

T2 Sendmail Configuration and Operation
(UPDATED FOR SENDMAIL 8.9) 

Eric Allman, Sendmail, Inc. 

Who should attend: Systems administrators who want to

learn more about the Sendmail program, particularly

details of configuration and operational issues (this tutor-

ial will not cover mail front ends). This will be an intense,

fast-paced, full-day tutorial intended for people who have

already been exposed to Sendmail. This tutorial describes

the latest release of Sendmail from Berkeley, version 8.9.

After introducing a bit of the philosophy and history

underlying Sendmail, this tutorial covers:
■ The basic concepts of configuration: mailers, options,

macros, classes, keyed files (databases), and rewriting

rules and rulesets 
■ Configuring Sendmail using the M4 macro package 
■ Day-to-day management issues, including alias and for-

ward files, “special” recipients (files, programs, and

include files), mailing lists, command line flags, tuning,

and security 
■ How Sendmail interacts with the Domain Name

System 
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T3 Linux on the Edge (NEW)
This full-day tutorial consists of two parts which are
not sold individually.
Who should attend: Programmers, engineers, users and

managers interested in cutting-edge Linux, especially

those involved with the design of systems with real-time

components and/or those interested in building and pro-

gramming clusters of PCs.

PART I: Real-Time Applications in Real-
Time Linux
Victor Yodaiken, New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology

“Hard” real-time programs perform tasks like collect-

ing data from instruments, moving video streams, control-

ing machinery, or managing data communication

equipment. The common theme is control of devices that

will malfunction or lose data if timing deadlines are not

met. RTLinux allows modules with guaranteed timing to

be connected to standard UNIX programs. For example,

it is easy to construct a RTLinux program in which a Perl

script collects data from a real-time module via standard

“read” calls, processes the data, and then sends it over a

network to a remote site. The key to RTLinux is to isolate

the actual real-time components within a small, simple

operating system that runs Linux as its lowest priority

task. The result is that complex processing can be done in

a feature-rich environment that is not allowed to interfere

with real-time processing.

This half-day tutorial will be an introduction to both

the use and programming of RTLinux.
■ Defining terms—What real-time means to 

non-marketing people
■ Overview of how RTLinux is used in the field
■ The technical basis of the system and how it works
■ Some examples of RTLinux applications—flying

through hurricanes and controlling robots
■ Future directions: new architectures, new capabilities
■ Simple programs and the API
■ Real-time drivers
■ More complex programs—bridging the RT and Linux

environments
■ Linux versions and RTLinux versions—2.0 and 2.2

base systems
■ Real-time in SMP systems

PART II: How to Build a Beowulf:
Assembling, Programming, and Using a
Commodity Supercomputer
John Salmon and Daniel Savarese, California
Institute of Technology

It has recently become possible to assemble a collec-

tion of commodity mass market hardware components

and freely available software packages in a day and be

executing real world applications by dinner time, to

achieve a sustained performance at greater than 1 Gflops,

at a total cost of around $20,000. Furthermore, on almost

a daily basis, these numbers are improving.

This half-day tutorial will cover aspects of system

assembly, integration, software installation, programming,

application development, system management, and

benchmarking. Demonstrations with actual hardware and

software components will be conducted throughout the

tutorial. Participants will be encouraged to closely exam-

ine and manipulate elements of a Beowulf at various

stages of integration with strong Q&A interaction

between presenters and attendees.

T4 High Availability—Getting and
Maintaining It
Evan Marcus, Veritas Software, Inc.

Who should attend: Novice and advanced UNIX system

and network administrators, and UNIX developers con-

cerned with building applications that can be deployed

and managed in a highly resilient manner. A basic under-

standing of UNIX system programming, UNIX shell pro-

gramming, and network environments is required.

This course will explore procedures and techniques for

designing, building and managing predictible, resilient

UNIX-based systems in a distributed environment. Hard-

ware redundancy, system redundancy, monitoring and

verification techniques, network implications, system and

application programming issues will all be addressed. We

will discuss the trade-offs between cost, reliability and

complexity. Topics to be covered:
■ High availability—who does (and does not) need it 
■ Defining uptime and cost—“big rules” of system design 
■ Disk and data redundancy—RAID and SCSI arrays 
■ Host redundancy in HA configurations 
■ Network dependencies 
■ Application system programming concerns 
■ Anatomy of failovers—applications, systems, 

management tools 
■ Planning disaster recovery sites and data updates 
■ Security implications 
■ Upgrade and patch strategies 
■ Backup systems—off-site storage, redundancy 

and disaster recovery issues 
■ Managing the system managers, processes, verification 

T5 Advanced Topics in Perl
Programming (NEW)

Tom Christiansen, Consultant

Who should attend: Experienced Perl programmers inter-

ested in honing their existing Perl skills for quick prototyp-

ing, system utilities, software tools, system management

tasks, database access, and World Wide Web program-

ming. Students should have used Perl for basic scripting for

several months prior to taking this course.
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Course topics include: 
■ Exceptions and eval
■ References 
■ Complex data structures
■ Modules
■ Object-oriented programming
■ Networking
■ Database access
■ Advanced I/O techniques and file locking 
■ Assorted tips and tricks to use Perl programming

effectively

Upon completion of this course, students will be

able to:
■ Develop standard and OO modules for code reuse
■ Understand complex and hierarchical data structures
■ Understand runtime eval and exception handling
■ Understand Perl’s facilities for file locking
■ Use Perl for client-server programming
■ Use Perl for database access (new and existing)

T6 Configuring Cisco Routers on an IP
Network (NEW)

William LeFebvre, Group Sys Consulting

Who should attend: System administrators who are or

who anticipate being responsible for router configuration

and maintenance on their Inter- or Intranet site. Attendees

are expected to have a solid knowledge of general network-

ing concepts, data encapsulation, the ISO seven-layer

model, Internet protocols, IP addressing, and subnetting.

Knowledge of routing protocols, especially distance vector

versus link state, is also recommended. The class is not in-

tended to teach networking concepts, but to apply those

concepts to the configuration of a router.

Routers are the glue that holds the Internet together

by providing the direct connectivity between adjacent net-

works. Cisco routers dominate the router marketplace.

They are an extremely popular choice among sites with

high networking demands. But configuring and maintain-

ing Cisco routers is unlike anything else in the industry.

The command-oriented interface is unique and difficult

to master.

This session introduces the attendees to the essentials

of Cisco router configuration. Those who complete the

class will feel comfortable at a router’s console and will be

able to interpret the output from the more common

router commands. They will understand the various

modes of the Internetwork Operating System (IOS), and

how to read and alter a basic configuration.

Topics to be covered include:
■ Router modes (user, privileged, configuration)
■ Configuration file syntax
■ Command line editing
■ On-line help
■ Configuration statements essential to IP

■ Configuring routing protocols: RIP, IGRP, EIGRP,

OSPF
■ Serial lines: frame relay (time permitting)

The class size will not permit any hands-on work, but

live demonstrations will be provided throughout the lec-

ture. Although this class is not part of the Cisco curricu-

lum, William is a Certified Cisco Systems Instructor.

T7 Windows NT and UNIX Integration:
Problems and Solutions (NEW)

Phil Cox, Networking Technology Solutions

Who should attend: System administrators who are

responsible for heterogeneous Windows NT and UNIX

based systems. Students should have user level knowledge

of both UNIX and Windows NT, and it is preferable to

have mid-level system administration experience in at

least one of the OSes.

The primary goal of this course is to help you identify

solutions to the problems encountered when administering

a mixture of UNIX and Windows NT systems. We will

identify specific problem areas, and discuss practical solu-

tions for them. If there are no known solutions we’ll tell

you that too. We will not be covering future-ware, and

thus all solutions discussed will be able to be applied today.

The course will focus on practical solutions to real-world

administration problems in heterogeneous UNIX and

Windows NT based networks.

Topics covered: 
■ Overview of NT and UNIX

• Basic homogeneous setups

• Services offered and how

• Similarities and differences

• Potential sticking points
■ Areas of Interest

• Electronic mail

• Web servers

• User authentication

• File serving

• Printing

• Faxes and modems

• Host-to-host connectivity

• Remote administration

• Backup & restore
■ For each of the areas of interest we will cover:

• Current uses in homogeneous environments

• Available answers—where heterogeneous integration

can happen

• Integration selection and why (tools that provide the

answers will be discussed in this area)

• Security considerations
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T8 Modern Security Systems for Intranets,
Extranets, and the Internet (NEW)

Daniel Geer, CertCo, LLC, and 
Jon Rochlis, SystemExperts Corporation

Who should attend: System administrators, developers,

end users interested in making sense of the myriad of

security options available. Those people interested in

determining for themselves which modern security proto-

cols are applicable to their environments, which to

pursue, and which may be just a flash in the pan.

In today’s fast moving Internet and client server world,

security is a critical component of most systems. But

security systems are complex and confusing—different

systems provide overlapping functionality, and what’s

popular today may be gone tomorrow. This course

describes many of today’s most popular network security

systems. We describe how the various security protocols

work, what value they provide, and how difficult they are

to implement. The goal is that attendees should be well

equipped to understand which protocols are applicable to

their environments and systems, which to pursue in more

detail, and which to ignore.

Course topics include:
■ Internet/Intranet security issues—confidentiality,

authentication, integrity, authorization
■ Fundamental technology—encryption, public key, pri-

vate key, certification
■ Low-security systems—basic WWW/HTTP, cookies,

classic remote login (telnet/rlogin/rsh), file transfer
■ Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for securing HHTP
■ Kerberos-based systems—Intranet cross-application

private key, including MS-DCE and Microsoft NT5
■ Secure Shell (SSH)—remote login and lots more
■ Email—PGP & S/Mime
■ VPN’s—IPsec, remote access
■ Payment protocols—Digicash, SET (Visa/Mastercard)

and more
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Linux is already running on
millions of desktops and
servers around the world.

However, it has also made significant inroads in the high per-

formance computing community. Extreme Linux systems are

the creation of supercomputer-class computing and graphics

systems by using commodity, off-the-shelf computers 

combined with high speed networking, and glued together

with Linux.

Useful in a variety of problems, Extreme Linux systems can

be built for 1⁄40th of the price of an equivalent “proprietary”

supercomputer.

USENIX is sponsoring the Second Extreme Linux Workshop.

Designed by the originators of the first successful Extreme

Linux Workshop, held last year in Santa Fe, New Mexico, this

expanded workshop will concentrate on the issues of Extreme

Linux systems. The workshop will be limited to 130 people, in

a setting which will encourage participation and discussion.

This is not a “presentation conference”, but a true workshop,

where issues will be brought forth for discussion and resolu-

tion. Seating is limited, and invitations to Extreme Linux

implementors and kernel/networking implementors will be

given preference.

The workshop will focus on the research issues associated

with the use of Linux in high-performance and supercomput-

ing applications, including:
■ Linux-based Workstation Clusters
■ Wide-Area Supercomputing and Distributed Systems
■ Filesystems, Device Drivers, and Kernel Support
■ High-Performance Network Interfaces
■ Message Passing and Distributed Shared Memory
■ Applications
■ Numerical Libraries
■ Programming Language Support
■ Graphics and Visualization
■ Performance Analysis

Note: There will be a tutorial given by members of the Cal-

tech staff on how to build, program and administer a Beowulf

system using the Linux Operating System. This will be part of

the regular USENIX/FREENIX tutorial schedule. There will also

be evening BoFs, open to all USENIX and FREENIX attendees,

on Extreme Linux systems. Extreme Linux vendors (both hard-

ware and software) will be encouraged to bring their systems

and have them on display.

All attendees must pay the Technical Session Fee and check

the Extreme Linux Workshop box on the registration form

located on page 27.



Peter Galvin (S8) is the Chief Technologist for Cor-
porate Technologies, Inc. and was the systems man-
ager for Brown University’s computer science
department. He has written articles for Byte and
other magazines, is security columnist for SunWorld,
and is co-author of the Operating Systems Concepts
textbook. As a consultant and trainer, Peter has
taught tutorials in security and system administration
and given talks at many conferences.

Daniel E. Geer, Jr. (T8), Sc.D., is Vice President
of CertCo, LLC, market leader in digital certifica-
tion. Dr. Geer has a long history in network secu-
rity and distributed computing management as an
entrepreneur, consultant, teacher and architect.
He holds a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engi-
neering and Computer Science from MIT, and a
Doctor of Science in Biostatistics from Harvard
University. A frequent speaker, popular teacher

and member of several professional societies, he is active in
USENIX where he has participated in almost every activity includ-
ing Technical Program Chair for the San Diego, California, 1993
General Conference, Conference Chair for the First Symposium on
Mobile and Location Independent Computing, and the First USENIX
Workshop on Electronic Commerce. He was elected to the Board
of Directors in June 1994, and served a two year term as Vice Pres-
ident in June 1996 and is the current USENIX Board Treasurer. He
is the co-author of Wiley’s Web Security Sourcebook, June 1997.

Jamie Hanrahan (S1) provides Windows NT 
driver development, consulting, and training serv-
ices to leading companies. He received the
Instructor of the Year award while teaching
courses for Digital Equipment Corporation. He is
co-author of VMS Advanced Driver Techniques.
He is co-writing a book on Windows NT device
drivers to be published by O’Reilly and Associates.

Brad Johnson (S5) is a well known authority in
the field of distributed systems. He has partici-
pated in seminal industry initiatives including the
Open Software Foundation, X/Open, and the IETF,
and has published often about open systems. At
SystemExperts Brad has led numerous security
probes for major companies, revealing significant
unrealized exposures. Prior to joining System-

Experts, Brad was one of the original members of the OSF DCE
Evaluation Team, the group that identified, evaluated and selected
technology to become the industry’s first true interoperable
middleware.

William LeFebvre (T6) is an author, programmer,
teacher, and systems administration expert.
William has been using UNIX and Internet technol-
ogies since 1983. He has written many articles on
UNIX, networking and systems administration
issues. Currently he is a columnist for Unix Review,
writing the monthly “Daemons & Dragons” column.
William is also the editor for the USENIX/ SAGE
series “Short Topics in System Administration”.

William has contributed to several widely used UNIX packages,
including Wietse Venema’s logdaemon package. He is also the pri-
mary programmer for the popular UNIX utility top.
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Eric Allman (T2) is the original author of Send-
mail. He was the chief programmer on the
INGRES database management project and an
early contributer to the UNIX effort at Berkeley,
authoring syslog, tset, the -me troff macros, and
trek. He designed database user and application
interfaces at Britton Lee (later Sharebase), and
contributed to the Ring Array Processor project

for neural-network-based speech recognition at the International
Computer Science Institute. He is a former member of the Board
of Directors of the USENIX Association.

Bryan C. Andregg (S3) is the Director of MIS
at Red Hat Software where he has overseen
combining two nationally distinct offices, moving
the entire organization, re-designing the internal
and external networks, and setting up a second
building and the WAN connecting the two. In
addition he has changed the company account-
ing and order entry system from Macintosh to
Linux.

Matt Bishop (S2) began working on problems
of security in computer systems and UNIX sys-
tems in particular at Purdue where he earned
his doctorate. He subsequently worked at the
Research Institute for Advanced Computer Sci-
ence at NASA and taught courses in operating
systems, computer security and software engi-
neering at Dartmouth College. Matt chaired the

first USENIX Security Workshop and plays an active role in iden-
tifying and thwarting security threats. Matt has been on the fac-
ulty at UC Davis since 1993.

Tom Christiansen (S6, M6, T5) has over fifteen
years experience in programming, administering,
and teaching about UNIX and Internet systems.
He has been involved with Perl since day zero of
its initial public release in 1987. He is lead author
on Perl Cookbook, co-author of the 2nd editions
of Programming Perl, Learning Perl, and Learn-
ing Perl on Win32 Systems. Tom is also the
developer of www.perl.com, major caretaker of

Perl’s online documentation, co-author of the Perl FAQ list, and
president of The Perl Journal. Tom served two terms on the
USENIX Association Board of Directors.

Phil Cox (T7) is a consultant for Networking
Technology Solutions, and is a member of a gov-
ernment incident response team. Phil frequently
writes and lectures on issues bridging the gap
between UNIX and Windows NT. He is a
featured columnist in the USENIX Association
publication ;login: and is on the upcoming
USENIX LISA-NT program committee.

Aeleen Frisch (M2) has been a system admin-
istrator for over 15 years. She currently looks
after a very heterogeneous network of UNIX and
Windows NT systems. She is the author of sev-
eral books, including Essential Windows NT Sys-
tem Administration.
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Marcus J. Ranum (S7, M7) is CEO and founder
of Network Flight Recorder, Inc. He is the principal
author of several major Internet firewall products,
including the DEC SEAL, the TIS Gauntlet, and the
TIS Internet Firewall Toolkit. Marcus has been
managing UNIX systems and network security for
over 13 years, including configuring and managing
whitehouse.gov. Marcus is a frequent lecturer and
conference speaker on computer security topics.

Jon Rochlis (S5, T8) is a senior consultant for
SystemExperts, where he provides high level
advice to businesses on network security, distrib-
uted systems design and management, high-avail-
ability, and electronic commerce. Before joining
SystemExperts, Jon was engineering manager with
BBN Planet, a major national Internet Service
Provider.

John Salmon (T3) is a senior scientist at Caltech’s Center for
Advanced Computing Research, and is well known for his exper-
tise in designing and implementing efficient spatial algorithms.
John Salmon, along with Mike Warren of Los Alamos National
Laboratory, won the Gordon Bell Prize in 1997 for best perform-
ance and price/performance for their octtree-based N-body simu-
lation that ran on a Beowulf-class computer.

Daniel Savarese (T3) is a senior scientist at Caltech’s Center
for Advanced Computing Research and has been involved with
building and evaluating the first Beowulf systems at Goddard
Space Flight Center. Outside of his Beowulf work, Daniel is
known as a regular columnist for Java Pro Magazine.

Marc Staveley (M5) has 16 years of experience
in UNIX application development and adminis-
tration. His current projects include working with
SunSoft Engineering on enhancing the RAS char-
acteristics of the Solaris kernel. He is a frequent
speaker on the topics of standards-based develop-
ment, multi-threaded programming, system admin-
istration, and system tuning.

W. Richard Stevens (M4, T4) is the author of
UNIX Network Programming, Advanced Program-
ming in the UNIX Environment, TCP/IP Illustrated,
Volume 1: The Protocols, and coauthor with Gary
R. Wright of TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 2.

Stephen C. Tweedie (M1) works in Scotland for
Red Hat Software as a full-time Linux kernel devel-
oper. Previously he worked on VMS filesystem
internals for Digital’s Operating Systems Software
Group. He has been contributing to Linux for a
number of years, in particular designing some of
the high-performance algorithms central to the
ext2fs filesystem and the virtual memory code.

Victor Yodaiken (T3) came up with the idea of RTLinux and has
been working in and teaching operating systems for 20 years. He
is an associate professor of computer science at the New Mex-
ico Institute of Mining and Technology and also does consulting
on real-time and embedded operating systems and applications.
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Bil Lewis (M3), with over 20 years of experience
in the field, spent his last two years at Sun work-
ing with multithreading as it pertains to application
development. He was an instructor at Stanford for
many years, and taught in Kenya as a Peace
Corps Volunteer. Bil is co-author of the Threads
Primer, the GNU Emacs Lisp Manual,

Multithreaded Programming with PThreads, and Multithreaded
Programming with Java.

Evan Marcus (T4) is a Senior Systems Engineer
and High Availability Specialist with VERITAS Soft-
ware Corporation. Evan has more than 12 years of
experience in UNIX systems administration. While
working at Fusion Systems and OpenVision Soft-
ware, Evan worked to bring the first High Availabil-
ity software application for SunOS and Solaris to

market. Evan has authored several articles and talks on the
design of High Availability Systems. 

James Mauro (T1) is a Area Technologist in the
Northeast United States for Sun Microsystems, Inc.,
focusing on high-end parallel systems, clusters and
high availability configurations running Solaris. Jim
works extensively with Solaris, supporting applica-
tion development, performance tuning, capacity
planning and general systems behaviour analysis.

Jim has 20 years industry experience working with UNIX systems
of various flavors and in different roles. Jim currently authors a
monthly column on Solaris internals called “Inside Solaris”,
published in SunWorld magazine. James is currently coauthoring
the Sun Microsystems book, Solaris Architecture, which details
Solaris architecture, implementation, tools and techniques.

Ned McClain (M8) has done network engineer-
ing and system administration for XOR Network
Engineering for the past few summers. He is cur-
rently helping with the 3rd edition of the UNIX
System Administration Handbook authored by Evi
Nemeth, Garth Snyder, and Trent Hein. He has
done research with both the Computer Science

and Engineering Physics departments at Cornell.

Richard McDougall (T1) is an established engineer in the
Enterprise Engineering group at Sun Microsystems where he
focuses on large systems performance and architecture. He has
over twelve years of performance tuning, application/kernel
development and capacity planning experience on many differ-
ent flavours of UNIX. Richard has authored a wide range of
papers and tools for measurement, monitoring, tracing and siz-
ing of UNIX systems including the memory sizing methodology
for Sun, the set of tools known as “MemTool” to allow fine-
grained instrumentation of memory for Solaris, the recent
“Priority Paging” memory algorithms in Solaris and many of the
unbundled tools for Solaris. Richard is currently coauthoring 
the Sun Microsystems book, Solaris Architecture, book which
details Solaris architecture, implementation, tools and
techniques.

Evi Nemeth (M8), a faculty member in computer
science at the University of Colorado, and has
managed UNIX systems for the past 20 years,
both from the front lines and from the ivory tower.
She is co-author of the UNIX System Administra-
tion Handbook. Evi is currently serving on the
LISA ‘99 Program Committee.
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VENDORS: Demonstrate your products to the most technically astute professionals in computing. Email: dana@usenix.org

USENIX ‘99 Exhibition

Addison Wesley Longman
http://www.aw.com/cseng/

Alteon Networks Inc.
http://www.alteon.com/

Aurora Software Inc.
http://www.sarcheck.com/

Baydel North America
http://www.baydel.com/

Compaq Computer Corporation
http://altavista.software.digital.com/

Coyote Point Systems Inc.
http://www.coyotepoint.com/

Cyclic Software http://www.cyclic.com/
DMW Worldwide

http://www.dmwworldwide.com/
Enhanced Software Technologies, Inc.

http://www.estinc.com
ESM Services, Inc. http://www.esm.com/
Fastlane Software Systems

http://www.fastlane101.com/
Free Software Foundation Inc

http://www.gnu.ai.mit.edu/fsf/fsf.html
GraphOn Corporation

http://www.graphon.com/
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International Network Services
http://www.ins.com/

Internet Devices, Inc.
http://www.internetdevices.com

Internet Security Systems (ISS)
http://www.iss.net

Ki NETWORKS, Inc. http://www.ki.com/
Landmark Systems Corp.

http://www.softworks.com/
Linux Journal http://www.ssc.com/lj/
Miller Freeman, Inc. http://www.mfi.com/
MindSource Software Engineers

http://www.mindsrc.com/
MiraPoint http://www.mirapoint.com/
MKS http://www.datafocus.com/
Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, Inc.

http://www.mkp.com/
Network Appliance, Inc.

http://www.netapp.com/
New Riders Publishing

http://www.newriders.com/
O’Reilly & Associates, Inc.

http://www.ora.com
Prentice Hall PTR http://www.phptr.com/

Red Hat Software, Inc.
http://www.redhat.com/

Resonate, Inc. http://www.Resonate.com/
Shpink Software http://www.shpink.com/
Sleepycat Software

http://www.sleepycat.com/
Softway Systems Inc.

http://www.interix.com/
SOFTWORKS http://www.softworks.com/
SOLsoft, Inc. http://www.solsoft.com/
Stonesoft Corp. http://www.stonesoft.com/
SunWorld Magazine

http://www.sunworld.com/
Symark Software http://www.symark.com/
TechFuel, Inc. http://www.techfuel.com
Troll Tech AS http://www.troll.no/
UniTree Software Inc.

http://www.unitree.com/
Walnut Creek CDROM

http://www.cdrom.com/
Western Scientific, Inc.

http://www.wsm.com/
Zzyzx Peripherals, Inc.

http://www.zzyzx.com/
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IP Telephony—Protocols and Architectures
Melinda Shore, Nokia IP Telephony Division

Rapid developments in IP telephony have, over the
period of just a few years, moved us from a situation
in which there were no standards into one in which
there are many, often conflicting, standards. Different
standards bodies, such as the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI), and the International
Telecommunications Union Standardization Sector
(ITU-T) have developed their own models of how tele-
phone systems should be constructed on packet net-
works, and what the interfaces to public and private
telephone networks should look like. This talk pro-
vides an overview of current and developing proto-
cols for IP telephony, as well as of the architectures
which they were designed to support. Particular
attention will be given to the interconnection of
packet-based telephone systems and traditional,
circuit-based telephony.

File Systems
Session Chair: David Greenman, FreeBSD

Soft Updates: A Technique for Eliminating Most
Synchronous Writes in the Fast Filesystem
Marshall Kirk McKusick, Author and Consultant;
and Gregory R. Ganger, Carnegie-Mellon
University

Implementation and Performance of a
Transaction-Based Filesystem on FreeBSD
Jason Evans, UNIX Developer

The Global File System: A Shared Disk File
System for *BSD and Linux
Kenneth Preslan, Matthew O’Keefe, University
of Minnesota, and John Lekashman, 
NASA Ames

Resource Management
Session Chair: Bob Gray, Boulder Labs

Implementing Lottery Scheduling: Matching the
Specializations in Traditional Schedulers
David Petrou, John W. Milford, and Garth A.
Gibson, Carnegie Mellon University

Retrofitting Quality of Service into a Time-
Sharing Operating System
John Bruno, Jose Brustoloni, Eran Gabber, Banu
Ozden, Abraham Silberschatz, Lucent
Technologies, Bell Laboratories

Adaptive Modem Connection Lifetimes
Fred Douglis and Tom Killian, AT&T Labs—
Research

Joint Opening Session, Serra Grand Ballroom
Opening Remarks
Avi Rubin, AT&T Labs—Research

Keynote Address
John Ousterhout, CEO, Scriptics Corporation

Integration Applications: The Next Frontier in Programming 

The programming world is undergoing a fundamental shift from monolithic applications to integration
applications. Integration applications are created by coordinating and extending existing applications,
protocols, frameworks, and devices rather than building from scratch. In this talk I’ll describe why inte-
gration applications will dominate software development in the years ahead and what this means for the
way we develop programs. In particular, some of the things that are taken for granted today, such as
strong typing and inheritance, may not make sense in the future. 

John Ousterhout is CEO of Scriptics Corporation, a company developing commercial applications around the
Tcl scripting language while also advancing the open source Tcl/Tk core. Before Scriptics, John was a
Professor of Computer Science at U.C. Berkeley and Distinguished Engineer at Sun Microsystems. 

Technical Sessions Wednesday – Friday,  June 9–11,  1999

Wednesday, June 9, 1999    9:00am–10:30am

Wednesday, June 9, 1999        10:30am–11:00am BREAK

Refereed Papers, Steinbeck Forum Invited Talks, Serra Grand Ballroom II FREENIX, Serra Grand Ballroom I

Wednesday, June 9, 1999        11:00am–12:30pm

Wednesday, June 9, 1999        12:30pm–2:00pm LUNCH (on your own)
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File Systems
Session Chair: Orran Krieger, IBM, Inc.

Operation-based Update Propagation in a
Mobile File System
Yui-Wah Lee, Kwong-Sak Leung, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong; Mahadev
Satyanarayanan, Carnegie Mellon University

Extending File Systems Using Stackable
Templates
Erez Zadok, Ion Badulescu, and Alex Shender,
Columbia University

Why Does File System Prefetching Work?
Elizabeth Shriver, Christopher Small, Lucent
Technologies, Bell Labs; and Keith A. Smith,
Harvard University

Device Drivers
Session Chair: David Greenman, FreeBSD

Distributing Device Drivers Outside of the
Linux Kernel
Theodore Ts’o, MIT

Design and Implementation of Firewire Device
Driver on FreeBSD
Katsushi Kobayashi, Communication Research
Laboratory

newconfig: An Dynamic-Configuration
Framework for FreeBSD
Atsushi Furuta, Software Research Associates,
Inc.; and Jun-ichiro Itoh, Research Laboratory,
Internet Initiative Japan Inc.

Will There Be a Transition to IPv6? 
Allison Mankin, USC/ISI; Guy Davies, Worldcom
UUNET-UK

In January 1995, after several years of work on multi-
ple candidates, the Internet Engineering Task Force
began the development of the consensus next gener-
ation of the Internet Protocol. The driver was the
exhaustion of IPv4 address space. Four years later,
that address space is indeed very scarce, but, not-
withstanding some notable activities, such as the
6BONE, there appears to be little transition to IPv6.
Davies and Mankin will describe the current tradeoffs
of subscribers, equipment vendors and ISPs. They will
evaluate the stability of the Network Address Trans-
lator (NAT) solution for address scarcity, present
some expectations about device and embedded sys-
tem uses of IPv6, and generally cover the question of
whether there will be a transition to IPv6.

Technical Sessions Wednesday – Friday,  June 9–11,  1999

Virtual Memory
Session Chair: Yoon-Ho Park, IBM

The Region Trap Library: Handling Traps on
Application-Defined Regions of Memory
Tim Brecht and Harjinder Sandhu, University of
Waterloo 

The Case for Compressed Caching in Virtual
Memory Systems
Paul R. Wilson, Scott F. Kaplan, and Yannis
Smaragdakis, University of Texas

The UVM Virtual Memory System
Charles D. Cranor, and Gurudatta M. Parulkar,
Washington University 

File Systems 
Session Chair: Theodore Ts’o, MIT

The Vinum Volume Manager 
Greg Lehey, Nan Yang Computer Services

Porting the Coda Distributed File System to
Windows 95 
Peter J. Braam, Carnegie Mellon University;
Michael J. Callahan, Stelias Computing, Inc.;
M. Satyanarayanan, Carnegie Mellon
University

A Network File System Over HTTP Remote
Access/Modification of Files and “files”
Oleg Kiselyov

The Microsoft Antitrust Case: A View from an
Expert Witness 
Edward W. Felten, Department of Computer
Science, Princeton University

Edward Felton recently served as an expert witness in
the Microsoft antitrust case, and as a consultant to
the Department of Justice. Edward will talk about his
interesting and educational experience. He will share
some of the things he learned about how the law,
economics, and the software industry are connected. 

Wednesday, June 9, 1999        4:00pm–5:30pm

Wednesday, June 9, 1999        3:30pm–4:00pm BREAK

Refereed Papers, Steinbeck Forum Invited Talks, Serra Grand Ballroom II FREENIX, Serra Grand Ballroom I

Wednesday, June 9, 1999        2:00pm–3:30pm
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Networking 
Session Chair: Nathan Torkington, Consultant

Trapeze/IP: TCP at Near-Gigabit Speeds 
Andrew Gallatin, Jeff Chase and Kenneth
Yocum, Duke University

Managing Traffic with ALTQ 
Kenjiro Cho, Sony Computer Science
Laboratories, Inc.

Opening the Source Repository with
Anonymous CVS
Chuck Cranor, AT&T Labs—Research; and
Theo de Raadt, OpenBSD Developer

Deploying IP Multicast
David Meyer, Cisco Systems

Over the past few years, IP multicast and IP multi-
cast-capable applications have received significant
attention. IP multicast infrastructure enables scaling
by conserving the bandwidth required by one-to-
many applications, such as broadcast Internet
Television. In addition, IP multicast has enabled
many new applications such as many-to-many video
conferencing. This talk will focus on the building
blocks of a multicast backbone, including Multicast
BGP (MBGP), Multicast Source Discovery Protocol
(MSDP), and Sparse Mode PIM, and describe recent
experiences in deploying multicast infrastructure. 

Business 
Session Chair: John Ioannidis

Open Source Software in a Commercial
Operating System 
Wilfredo Sanchez, Apple Computer

Business Issues in Free Software Licensing
Don Rosenberg, Author

Doing Well, Doing Good, and Staying Sane: A
Hybrid Model for Sustainably Producing
Innovative Open Software
Nathaniel S. Borenstein, Joseph Hardin and
Marshall Van Alstyne, School of Information,
University of Michigan

Tools and Platforms
Session Chair: Anthony LaMarca, Xerox PARC

Lightweight Structured Text Processing
Robert C. Miller and Brad A. Myers, Carnegie
Mellon University 

SBOX: Put CGI Scripts in a Box 
Lincoln D. Stein, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 

The MultiSpace: An Evolutionary Platform for
Infrastructural Services 
Steven D. Gribble, Matt Welsh, Eric A. Brewer,
and David Culler, University of California at
Berkeley 

Y2K: UNIX/Open System meets Real World IT
Issues
Alan F. Nugent, Independant Consultant

To some, the Year 2000 problem is an overblown,
reactionary, non-issue mushroomed by dinosaur
COBOL programmers who have nowhere else to go
and greedy consultants. To many it is frighteningly
real and requires immediate remediation. Like so
many things, the answer lies somewhere in the mid-
dle and definitely in the eye of the beholder. The sim-
ple truth is: there are some electronically controlled
devices that will function perfectly through the
millennium change, while others will need to be fixed
or retired. This talk will examine the many facets of
the Y2K problem as it exists in the real world, some of
the practices for remediation, potential conse-
quences of action and inaction, and a retrospective
of creative solutions born out of corporate America.

Security
Session Chair: Angelos D. Keromytis, OpenBSD 

A Future-Adaptable Password Scheme 
Niels Provos, University of Michigan; and David
Mazieres, OpenBSD Developer

Cryptography in OpenBSD: An Overview 
Theo de Raadt, Niklas Hallqvist, OpenBSD
Developer; Artur Grabowski, Ericsson Telecom
AB; Angelos D. Keromytis, University of
Pennsylvania/OpenBSD; Niels Provos, University
of Michigan

Minding Your Own Business: Platform for
Privacy Preferences Project
Lorrie Faith Cranor, AT&T Labs—Research

Technical Sessions Wednesday – Friday,  June 9–11,  1999

Thursday, June 10, 1999        9:00am–10:30am 

Thursday, June 10, 1999        11:00am–12:30pm

Thursday, June 10, 1999        12:30pm–2:00pm LUNCH (on your own)

Refereed Papers, Steinbeck Forum FREENIX, Serra Grand Ballroom II FREENIX, Serra Grand Ballroom I

Refereed Papers, Steinbeck Forum Invited Talks, Serra Grand Ballroom II FREENIX, Serra Grand Ballroom I

Thursday, June 10, 1999        10:30am–11:00am BREAK
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Web Servers
Session Chair: Gary McGraw, Reliable Software
Technologies

Web++: A System for Fast and Reliable Web
Service 
Radek Vingralek,Yuri Breitbart, Lucent
Technologies Bell Laboratories; Mehmet Sayal,
Peter Scheuermann, Northwestern University

Efficient Support for P-HTTP in Cluster-Based
Web Servers
Mohit Aron, Peter Druschel, and Willy
Zwaenepoel, Rice University

Flash: An Efficient and Portable Web Server
Vivek Pai, Peter Druschel, and Willy
Zwaenepoel, Rice University

Systems
Session Chair: Kirk McKusick, Author and
Consultant 

Sendmail Evolution: 8.10 and Beyond 
Gregory Neil Shapiro and Eric Allman,
Sendmail, Inc.

The GNOME Desktop Project
Miguel de Icaza, Universidad de Mexico

Meta: A Freely Available Scalable MTA (Mail
Transfer Agent)
Assar Westerlund, Swedish Institute of
Computer Science; and Johan Danielsson,
Center for Parallel Computers (KTH)

The Joys of Interpretive Languages: Real
Programmers Don’t Always Use C 
Henry Spencer, SP Systems

Many programmers are far too ready to roll up their
sleeves and start writing C (C++, Java, Fortran, etc.)
when they should be considering alternatives first.
Interpretive languages are often a better way to do
things, even fairly ambitious things. Sometimes a cer-
tain amount of C (or whatever) is indicated, but even
then, often better results can be had with a partner-
ship between primitives written in C and overall con-
trol written in something else. This talk will discuss
why the instant resort to C is a bad idea, describe
some of the alternatives, including mixing solutions,
and explain how to make the choice. 

Thursday, June 10, 1999        2:00pm–3:30pm
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Caching
Session Chair: Chris Small, Lucent Technologies
Bell Labs

NewsCache—A High Performance Cache
Implementation for Usenet News
Thomas Gschwind and Manfred Hauswirth,
Technische Universitäd Wien

Reducing the Disk I/O of Web Proxy Server
Caches
Carlos Maltzahn, University of Colorado Boulder;
Kathy Richardson, Compaq Computer
Coorporation; Dirk Grunwald, University of
Colorado Boulder

An Implementation Study of a Detection-Based
Adaptive Block Replacement Scheme
Jongmoo Choi, Sam H. Noh, Sang Lyul Min,
Yookun Cho, Seoul National University

Kernel
Session Chair: Jordan Hubbard, FreeBSD

Porting Kernel Code to Four BSDs and Linux
Craig Metz, Ronald Lee and Chris Winters,
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory

strlcpy and strlcat—Consistent, Safe, String
Copy and Concatenation 
Todd C. Miller, University of Colorado; Theo de
Raadt, OpenBSD Developer

pk: An Open-Source POSIX Threads Kernel
Frank W. Miller, Cornfed Systems, Inc

E-mail Bombs, Countermeasures, and the Langley
Cyber Attack
Tim Bass, Consultant

The robustness of the Sendmail MTA program can
be misused in numerous attack scenarios to create
dangerously destructive SMTP e-mail bombs. These
e-mail bombs are launched by readily available auto-
mated software tools which can easily crash chains
of SMTP mail servers. SMTP mail relays can also be
used covertly to distribute messages and files that
could be seriously damaging to the integrity and
brands of victims. This talk discusses SMTP mail-
bombing techniques, automated attack tools, coun-
termeasures, and “The Langley Cyber Attack.” 
The speaker, who was the Chief Scientist during 
the 1997 attack, will discuss the analysis of the cyber
attack, graphs illustrating the attack volume, and a
statistical e-mail bomb early warning system. Recent
anti-spam enhancements to sendmail are compared
to the e-mail bomb countermeasures and the “black-
hole strategy” used in the Langley Cyber Attack. 

Thursday, June 10, 1999        3:30pm–4:00pm BREAK

Thursday, June 10, 1999        4:00pm–5:30pm

Refereed Papers, Steinbeck Forum Invited Talks, Serra Grand Ballroom II FREENIX, Serra Grand Ballroom I
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Applications 
Session Chair: Jason Thorpe, NetBSD

Berkeley DB
Mike Olson, Sleepycat Software

The FreeBSD Ports Collection
Satoshi Asami, University of California,
Berkeley

Multilingual vi Clones: Past, Now and Future
Jun-ichiro Hagino, Research Laboratory,
Internet Initiative Japan Inc.; and Yoshitaka
Tokugawa, WIDE project

What’s Wrong with HTTP And Why It
Doesn’t Matter 
Jeffrey Mogul, Compaq Western Research Lab

HTTP quickly grew to become the dominant protocol
on the Internet, but its maturation as a protocol
design hasn’t been as speedy. The HTTP/1.0 specifi-
cation was written only after the protocol had been
deployed, and the IETF working group chartered to
design HTTP/1.1 took 4 years to produce a Draft
Standard. What we have now is a useful but still
seriously flawed protocol. 

Jeffrey Mogul was one of the primary authors of
HTTP/1.1. This talk will give his personal view of
what is still wrong with HTTP, and what we can learn
from these mistakes. These include fundamental
conceptual errors (the lack of true extensibility, the
inappropriate analogy to MIME, and the confusion
around caching) and some other problems with the
standardization effort. This talk will explain why he
doesn’t think these errors matter and how HTTP,
flawed as it is, still solves problems. This talk will
also describe why various efforts to extend or
replace HTTP may not pay off.

Kernel
Session Chair: Jason Thorpe, NetBSD

Improving Application Performance through
Swap Compression
Raul Cervera, Toni Cortes and Yolanda Becerra,
Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya

New Tricks for an Old Terminal Driver 
Eric Fischer, University of Chicago

DENTS—A Server for the DNS Protocol 
Todd Graham Lewis, MindSpring
Enterprises, Inc. 

Storage Systems
Session Chair: Mirjana Spasojevic, Hewlett-
Packard Labs 

The Design and Implementation of DCD Device
Driver for UNIX
Tycho Nightingale, Yiming Hu, and Qing Yang,
University of Rhode Island

An Application-Aware Data Storage Model
Todd A. Anderson and James Griffioen,
University of Kentucky

Operating Systems Structure
Session Chair: Wu-chi Feng, Ohio State University

A Scalable and Explicit Event Delivery
Mechanism for UNIX
Gaurav Banga, Network Appliance, Inc.; Jeffrey
C. Mogul, Compaq Computer Corporation,
Western Research Lab; Peter Druschel, Rice
University

The Pebble Component-Based Operating
System
Eran Gabber, John Bruno, Jose Brustoloni, Avi
Silberschatz, and Christopher Small, Lucent
Technologies, Bell Laboratories

Linking Programs in a Single Address Space
Luke Deller, and Gernot Heiser, The University
of NSW

Big Data and the Next Wave of InfraStress
Problems, Solutions, Opportunities
John R. Mashey, Silicon Graphics/Cray Research

Data storage is growing at a higher rate than ever
before, and coupled with rapidly increasing demand
for instant access, will cause great stress on both the
physical and the human infrastructure of computing.
System planners and administrators will soon face
the interesting challenge of dealing with network and
backup issues when office systems hold 100s of GB
of disks, and larger servers reach 10s and 100s of TB
and even PB. There will also be great opportunities in
both research and commercial applications, but the
problems must be understood, and solutions antici-
pated. This talk will give some examples, including
some large customer problems that Silicon Graphics
has been working on; and examine technology trends
in storage capacities, access times, computer archi-
tectures, and bandwidths, to see what these portend
over the next few years.

Friday, June 11, 1998        9:00am–10:30am

Friday, June 11, 1998        12:30pm–2:00pm LUNCH (on your own)

Refereed Papers, Steinbeck Forum Invited Talks, Serra Grand Ballroom II FREENIX, Serra Grand Ballroom I

Friday, June 11, 1998        10:30am–11:00am BREAK

Friday, June 11, 1998        11:00am–12:30pm
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Works-in-Progress Session
Session Chair: Keith Smith, Harvard University

WORKS-IN-PROGRESS REPORTS (WIPS) 

Do you have interesting work you would like to
share, or a cool idea that is not yet ready to be pub-
lished? The USENIX audience provides valuable dis-
cussion and feedback. Short, pithy, and fun, Works-
in-Progress Reports (WIPs) introduce interesting
new or ongoing work. We are particularly interested
in presentation of student work. Prospective speak-
ers should send a short one- or two-paragraph
report, to Keith Smith at wips99@usenix.org.

There are a limited number of slots available for
work-in-progress presentations. Proposals for WIP
presentations will be accepted at the discretion of
the WIP chair, with preference given to those that
are received earliest.

UNIX to Linux in Perspective 
Peter Salus, UNIX Historian 

Born in 1969, UNIX grew, matured, morphed and was
even cloned. Its maturation cycle created internation-
al standards as well as multiple for-profit and not-for-
profit companies. It became the lingua franca of the
computer research and development community.
Today, the many variants of UNIX claim 30 million
users worldwide. 

UNIX was 22 when Linus Torvalds created Linux, a
UNIX clone. By 1998, this clone had 5 million users in
its own right. Earlier decades had seen successful
UNIX strains arise, but as of today fewer than 5
major variants survive. This talk will briefly recap
1969–89, concentrating on the exfoliation of UNIX
and its clones over the past 10 years.

Refereed Papers, Steinbeck Forum Invited Talks, Serra Grand Ballroom II

Friday, June 11, 1998        2:00pm–3:30pm

Technical Sessions Wednesday – Friday,  June 9–11,  1999

Friday, June 11, 1998        3:30pm–4:00pm BREAK

Friday, June 11, 1998        4:00pm–5:30pm

Joint Closing Session: 

The USENIX Quiz Show!
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

HOSTED BY ROB KOLSTAD

As part of the FREENIX track, several evening Birds-of-a-Feather

Sessions are expected. Please check www.usenix.org/events/usenix99/

for the latest information on days and times. Currently planned are:

■ BoF on GNU led by Richard M. Stallman, founder of the Free

Software Foundation and the GNU project covering GNU, its future

plans and goals and what are some of the legal issues over free soft-

ware we’ll all be facing in the future.

■ Open-Source Software-Attracting the Next Generation Panel,

organized by Annelise Anderson at theThe Hoover Institution, this

panel will discuss what is required to attract the next generation,

how to educate about free software in general, and how to make

collaborative free software development more approachable to stu-

dents and hobbyists alike.

S P E C I A L  F R E E N I X  B O F  S E S S I O N S
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USENIX & SAGE Membership Information and Events

Thank you
USENIX Supporting Members: APUNIX COMPUTER SERVICES q C++ USERS JOURNAL q 

CIRRUS TECHNOLOGIES q  CISCO SYSTEMS, INC. q CYBERSOURCE CORPORATION q  DEER RUN ASSOCIATES q 

HEWLETT-PACKARD INDIA SOFTWARE OPERATION q  INTERNET SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC. q 

MICROSOFT RESEARCH q  NEOSOFT, INC. q  NEW RIDER PRESS q  NIMROD AS q  O’REILLY & ASSOCIATES q  

PERFORMANCE COMPUTING q QUESTRA CONSULTING q SENDMAIL, INC. q  TEAMQUEST CORPORATION q  

UUNET TECHNOLOGIES, INC. q WINDOWS NT SYSTEMS MAGAZINE q WITSEC, INC.  

SAGE Supporting Members: ATLANTIC SYSTEMS GROUP q  COLLECTIVE TECHNOLOGIES q  

DEER RUN ASSOCIATES q  D.E. SHAW & CO. q  GLOBAL NETWORKING & COMPUTING INC. q  

MICROSOFT RESEARCH q  NEW RIDERS PRESS q  O’REILLY & ASSOCIATES q  REMEDY CORPORATION q  

SYSADMIN MAGAZINE q  TAOS MOUNTAIN q  TRANSQUEST TECHNOLOGIES, INC. q  UNIX GURU UNIVERSE

About USENIX
Since 1975, the USENIX Association has

brought together the community of engineers,

system administrators, scientists, and techni-

cians working on the cutting edge of comput-

ing. USENIX and its members are engaged 

in problem-solving, in innovation, and in

research that works.

USENIX conferences are the essential

meeting grounds for the presentation and dis-

cussion of the newest information on the tech-

nical developments in computing.

USENIX and its members are dedicated

to:

■ Problem-solving with a practical bias

■ Fostering innovation that works

■ Communicating rapidly the results of both

research and innovation

■ Providing a neutral forum for the exercise

of critical thought and the airing of tech-

nical issues

USENIX Website: www.usenix.org

About SAGE
SAGE, the System Administrators Guild, 

is the largest membership society for system

managers and is dedicated to the advancement

and recognition of system administration as a

profession. SAGE is a special technical group

within USENIX. To join SAGE, you must be

a member of USENIX.

SAGE Website: www.usenix.org/sage/

The USENIX Association
2560 Ninth Street, Suite 215

Berkeley, CA 94710

Phone: 1.510 . 528 . 8649

Fax: 1.510 . 548 . 5738

Email: office@usenix.org

Web: http://www.usenix.org/

U S E N I X  A N D  S A G E  T H A N K  T H E I R  S U P P O R T I N G  M E M B E R S

Conference on Network Administration
April 7–10, 1999, Santa Clara, CA
http://www.usenix.org/events/neta99/

Workshop on Intrusion Detection and
Network Monitoring
April 9–12, 1999, Santa Clara, CA
http://www.usenix.org/events/detection99/

Workshop on Embedded Systems
March 29-31, 1999, Cambridge, MA, USA
http://www.usenix.org/events/es99/

USENIX Workshop on SmartCard
Technology
Sponsored by USENIX, Co-Sponsored by CardTech
May 10–11, 1999, Chicago, IL
http://www.usenix.org/events/smartcard99/

SANS99
Co-Sponsored by The SANS Institute and SAGE
May 9–15, 1999, Baltimore, MD

USENIX Annual Technical Conference
June 6–11, 1999, Monterey, CA
http://www.usenix.org/events/usenix99/

3rd USENIX Windows NT Symposium
July 12–14, 1999, Seattle, WA
Paper submissions due: February 23, 1999
http://www.usenix.org/events/usenix-nt99/

2nd Large Installation System
Administration of Windows NT
Conference (LISA-NT)
Sponsored by USENIX, Co-sponsored by SAGE
July 14–16, 1999, Seattle, WA
Paper submissions due: February 23, 1999
http://www.usenix.org/events/lisa-nt99/

8th USENIX Security Symposium
Sponsored by USENIX in cooperation with 
The CERT Coordination Center
August 23–26, 1999, Washington, D.C.
Paper submissions due: March 9, 1999
http://www.usenix.org/events/sec99/

2nd Conference on Domain-Specific
Languages
Sponsored by USENIX in cooperation with 
ACM SIGPLAN and SIGSOFT
October 3–6, 1999, Austin, TX
Paper submissions due: March 22, 1999
http://www.usenix.org/events/dsl99/

2nd USENIX Symposium on Internet
Technologies and Systems (USITS)
Sponsored by USENIX, Co-Sponsored by IEEE
Computer Society Task Force on Internetworking
October 11–14, 1999, Boulder, CO
Extended abstracts due: March 25, 1999
http://www.usenix.org/events/usits99/

13th Systems Administration Conference
(LISA ’99)
Sponsored by USENIX and SAGE
November 7–12, 1999, Seattle, WA
Paper submissions due: May 25, 1999
http://www.usenix.org/events/lisa99/

7th Tcl/Tk Conference
February 14–18, 2000, Austin, TX
http://www.usenix.org/events/tcl2k/

4th Symposium on Operating Systems
Design & Implementation
October  2000, San Diego, CA
http://www.usenix.org/events/osdi00/

Upcoming USENIX Events 



Conference Activities 
Lead or attend a BoF! Meet with your peers! Present

new work! Don’t miss these special activities, designed

to maximize the value of your time at the conference.

Birds-of-a-Feather Sessions (BoFs)
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday evenings 

Do you have a topic that you’d like to discuss with

others? The always-popular evening Birds-of-a-Feather

Sessions are very informal gatherings of persons interested

in a particular topic. BoFs may be scheduled during the

conference at the registration desk or in advance by

contacting the USENIX Conference Office, by phone

1.949.588.8649 or sending email to conference@

usenix.org. BoFs are open to all attendees. Topics are

announced at the conference.

FREENIX including FreeBSD, Linux, NetBSD,

and OpenBSD
Technical session registrants may move freely among all

of the conference offerings and informal get-togethers,

including FREENIX (except the Extreme Linux Workshop

which requires advanced registration due to limited space).

The FREENIX track offers a wide range of talks spanning

four different operating systems, interesting applications

and the newest developments in freely redistributable soft-

ware. Talk to the developers of your favorite operating sys-

tem and utilities, and engage in the sharing not only of

ideas but actual code. Bring a spare floppy or five…

Works-in-Progress Reports
Friday, June 11, 1999 

Do you have interesting work you would like to share,

or a cool idea that is not yet ready to be published? The

USENIX audience provides valuable discussion and feed-

back. Short, pithy, and fun, Works-in-Progress Reports

(WIPs) introduce interesting new or ongoing work. We

are particularly interested in presentation of student work.

Prospective speakers should send a short one- or two-

paragraph report, to Keith Smith at wips99@usenix.org.

A schedule of presentations will be posted at the confer-

ence and the speakers will be notified in advance. WIPs

are five-minute presentations; the time limit will be strictly

enforced.

There are a limited number of slots available for work-

in-progress presentations. Proposals for WIP presentations

will be accepted at the discretion of the WIP chair, with

preference given to those that are received earliest.
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Conference Activities and Services

Social Activities for the Week
Meet the conference speakers and connect with your

peers in the community.

Saturday, June 5

6:00pm – 9:00pm Welcome Reception and
Conference Orientation

Tuesday, June 8

6:00pm – 10:00pm Birds-of-a-Feather Sessions

Wednesday, June 9

5:30pm – 7:00pm Exhibition Reception

8:00pm – 10:00pm Monterey Bay Aquarium 
Dessert Reception

7:00pm – 11:00pm Birds-of-a-Feather Sessions

Thursday, June 10

6:00pm – 10:00pm Birds-of-a-Feather Sessions

Conference Services
Take home conference publications to refer to time

and again.

Conference Publications and CD-ROMs
One copy of the conference proceedings and one copy of

the FREENIX Talks Submitted Notes may be picked up at

the conference by all technical program registrants. The

Conference CD-ROM is provided to each tutorial program

attendee. The CD-ROM includes tutorial notes, proceedings

and FREENIX Talks Submitted Notes. Additional copies of

the proceedings or CD-ROMs may also be purchased by

tutorial and technical session attendees on-site. After the

conference, proceedings and CD-ROMs may be purchased

from the USENIX Association Executive Office; telephone

1.510.528.8649 or send email to office@usenix.org.

Attendee Message Service
Stay in touch with your home and office. 

Electronic message service will be available Monday,

June 7 through Friday, June 11. Email to conference

attendees should be addressed: 

first_lastname@conference.usenix.org

Telephone messages during the conference may be 

left by calling the USENIX Message Center Desk at

1.831.646.5312. The Message Center will be open begin-

ning Sunday, June 6, 7:30 am–5:00 pm, and continuing

during conference hours until Friday, June 11, at 3:30 pm.

Terminal Room
The Terminal Room will have Internet access via PCs

running a free version of UNIX, and laptop drops. Addi-

tionally you can dial in to the network from your Marriott

hotel room, and dial out using your favorite credit card.

The Terminal Room will be available Monday–

Thursday 7:00 am–2:00 am and Friday 7:00 am–2:00 pm.

Want to volunteer? Send email to mcginley@usenix.org.

“I learn as much
talking in the halls 
as in the talks and
tutorials. An excellent
way to get up-to-date
with the state of
affairs in the UNIX
world.”
David C. Todd, 
GTE Networking

“The coolest thing is
to sit down with other
geeks and argue
about the right way 
to do things—I learn
the most that way.”
’98 USENIX Attendee

?

Email: conference@usenix.org

Phone: 1.949.588.8649 Fax: 1.949.588.9706

Updates: www.usenix.org/coots99/
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Tutorial Program Fees (June 6–8)

Tutorial Program fees include:

■  Admission to the tutorial(s) you select

■  Printed and bound tutorial materials from

your sessions

■  CD-ROM with full set of conference

materials

■  Lunch

■  Admission to the USENIX ‘99 Exhibition

Early registration deadline is May 3, 1999 

On-site fees apply after that date. Select only

one full-day tutorial per day. Sorry no partial

or split-day registrations allowed.

Tutorial Program for one day $395

CEU credit (optional) $ 15

Tutorial Program for two days $690

CEU credit (optional) $ 30

Tutorial Program for three days $985

CEU credit (optional) $ 45

After May 3, add $50 to the tutorial fee.

Technical Sessions Fees (June 9–11)

Technical Sessions fees include:

■  Admission to the Refereed Papers, Invited

Talks, and FREENIX tracks as you choose

■  One copy of the Conference Proceedings

■  Admission to the USENIX ‘99 Exhibition

Early registration deadline is May 3, 1999

On-site fees apply after that date. 

Member* $400

Non-member** $480

Full-time Student $ 75

(copy of student I.D. required)

After May 3, members and non-members add

$50 to the technical sessions fee.

*The member fee applies to current individual members

of USENIX, EurOpen national groups, JUS, or AUUG.

**Non-members: Join USENIX or renew your member-

ship at no additional charge. Pay the non-member tech-

nical sessions fee and check the USENIX membership box

on the registration form and your existing membership

will be renewed or you will receive a new one-year indi-

vidual association membership.

Hotel Discount Reservation Deadline: 
May 14, 1999
After that date, reservations will be honored on

a space and rate availability basis only. Check

the USENIX Website for information on alter-

nate hotels.

USENIX has negotiated special rates for con-

ference attendees at the Monterey Marriott,

Doubletree and the Monterey Hotel. Contact

the hotel of your choice directly to make your

reservation. You must mention USENIX to get

the special rate. A one-night room deposit must

be guaranteed to a major credit card. To cancel

your reservation, you must notify the hotel at

least 24 hours before your planned arrival date.

CO-HEADQUARTERS HOTEL

Monterey Marriott Hotel

350 Calle Principal

Monterey, CA 93940

Toll Free: 1.800.228.9290 (USA)

Telephone: 1.831.649.4234

Reservation Fax: 1.831.372.2968

Single/Double Occupancy $115.00

(plus applicable state and local taxes,

currently at 10% )

CO-HEADQUARTERS HOTEL

Doubletree Hotel

Two Portola Plaza

Monterey, CA 93940

Toll Free: 1.800.222.8733 (USA)

Telephone: 1.831.649.4511

Reservation Fax: 1.831.649.3109

Single/Double Occupancy $115.00

(plus applicable state and local taxes,

currently at 10% )

Monterey Hotel

(2 blocks from Conference Center)

406 Alvarado St.

Monterey, CA 93940

Single/Double Occupancy $109.00

(plus applicable state and local taxes,

currently at 10% )

Toll Free: 1.800.727.0960

Telephone: 1.831.375.3184

Need a Roommate?
Usenet facilitates room sharing. If you wish to

share a room, post to and check

comp.org.usenix.roomshare

Discount Airfares
Special airline discounts will be available for

USENIX attendees. You can fly to either the

San Francisco or Los Angeles International Air-

ports and then connect to a flight into the

Monterey Peninsula Airport. Call for details:

JNR, Inc.

Toll Free: 1.800.343.4546 (USA and Canada)

Telephone: 1.949.476.2788

Monterey Peninsula Airport and Taxi Service
The Monterey Peninsula Airport is located just

four miles from the Marriott, Doubletree and

Monterey Hotels. Taxi service is available at an

approximate cost of $10–12 one way.

Driving to Monterey
From San Francisco/San Jose—Take Hwy 101

South to Hwy 156 West which turns into

Hwy 1 south. Exit at Pacific Grove/Del Monte

Avenue. Continue on Del Monte into

Monterey.

From Southern California—Take Hwy 101

north to Hwy 68 west to Central Monterey

turnoff to Hwy 1 south. Take the Monterey-

Fisherman's Wharf exit straight and turn right

on Camino Aguajito to Del Monte and turn

left. Continue on Del Monte into Monterey.

Parking
Hotel parking is $12/day.

Hotel and Travel Information

Registration Information

C A N C E L L A T I O N  P O L I C Y

If you must cancel, all refund requests must 
be in writing with a signature, and postmarked
no later than May 28, 1999. Telephone cancel-
lations cannot be accepted. You may substitute
another in your place. Call the conference
office for details: 1.949.588.8649. 

Student Discounts and Stipends

Tutorials: A limited number of seats in each tutorial are reserved for full-time students at the very

special rate of $70.00 for one full-day tutorial. To take advantage of this, you MUST telephone

the conference office [1.949.588.8649] to confirm availability and make a reservation. You will

receive a reservation code number which MUST appear on your registration form. Your registra-

tion form with full payment and a photocopy of your current student I.D. card MUST arrive

within 14 days from the date of your reservation. If they do not arrive by that date, your reser-

vation will be canceled. This special fee is non-transferable.

Technical Sessions: USENIX offers a special discount rate of $75 for its technical sessions for

full-time students. You must include a copy of your current student I.D. card with your registra-

tion. This special fee is not transferable.

Student Stipends: A limited number of student stipends are available to pay for travel, living

expenses, and registration fees to enable full-time students to attend the conference. To apply for

a stipend, read comp.org.usenix six to eight weeks before the conference, visit our Web site,

http://www.usenix.org/students/ or email students@usenix.org for more information.



Registration Form USENIX 1999 Technical Conference, June 6–11

The address you provide will be used for all future USENIX mailings unless
you notify us in writing.

Name First Last

First Name for Badge Member Number

Company / Institution

Mail Stop Mail Address

City State Zip Country

Telephone No. Fax 

Email Address (1 only please) WWW

Attendee Profile  
Please help us serve you better. By answering the following questions, you help us plan
our activities to meet members’ needs. All information is confidential. 
❏ I do not want to be on the Attendee list.
❏ I do not want my address made available except for USENIX mailings.
❏ I do not want USENIX to email me notices of Association activities.

What is your affiliation (check one): 
❏ academic ❏ commercial ❏ gov’t ❏ R&D
What is your role in the purchase decision (check one):  
1. ❏ final 2. ❏ specify 3. ❏ recommend 4. ❏ influence 5. ❏ no role
What is your primary job function (check one): 
1. ❏ system/network administrator 2. ❏ consultant 3. ❏ academic/researcher
4. ❏ developer/programmer/architect 5. ❏ system engineer
6. ❏ technical manager 7. ❏ student 8. ❏ security 9. ❏ webmaster
How did you first hear about this meeting (check one):
1. ❏ USENIX brochure 2. ❏ newsgroup/bulletin board 3. ❏ ;login:
4. ❏ WWW 5. ❏ from a colleague 6. ❏ magazine 
What publications or newsgroups do you read related to advanced 
computing systems?______________________________________________

❏ Payment enclosed. Make check payable to USENIX Conference.

Charge to my: ❏ VISA ❏ MasterCard ❏ American Express ❏ Discover

Account No. Exp. Date

Print Cardholder’s Name

Cardholder’s Signature

Tutorial Program Select only one full-day tutorial per day. 9 AM – 5 PM

Sunday, June 6, 1999
❏ S1 Windows NT Internals
❏ S2 UNIX Security Tools: Use and Comparison
❏ S3 Linux Systems Administration
❏ S4 Essential UNIX Programming
❏ S5 Network Security Profiles: A Collection of Stuff Hackers Know About You
❏ S6 Learning Perl
❏ S7 Secure Communications Over Open Networks
❏ S8 Advanced Solaris System Administration Topics

Second choice if first filled: 

Monday, June 7, 1999
❏ M1 Inside the Linux Kernel
❏ M2 Administering Windows NT: A Course for UNIX People
❏ M3 Multithreaded Programming in POSIX
❏ M4 UNIX Network Programming
❏ M5 System and Network Performance Tuning
❏ M6 CGI and WWW Programming in Perl
❏ M7 Intrusion Detection and Network Forensics
❏ M8 Hot New Topics in Modern System Administration

Second choice if first filled: 

Tuesday, June 8, 1999
❏ T1 Solaris Architecture: Internals, Tools, Tips and Tidbits 
❏ T2 Sendmail Configuration and Operation (Updated for Sendmail 8.9) 
❏ T3 Linux on the Edge
❏ T4 High Availability—Getting and Maintaining It
❏ T5 Advanced Topics in Perl Programming
❏ T6 Configuring Cisco Routers on an IP Network
❏ T7 Windows NT and UNIX Integration: Problems and Solutions
❏ T8 Modern Security Systems for Intranets, Extranets, and the Internet

Second choice if first filled: 

Tutorial Program Fees (June 6–8, 1999)
Three full-day tutorials ........................................... $985.00 $

CEU credit (optional)............................................. $45.00 $
Two full-day tutorials .............................................. $690.00 $

CEU credit (optional)............................................. $30.00 $
One full-day tutorial ................................................ $395.00 $

CEU credit (optional)............................................. $15.00 $
Late fee if postmarked after May 3, 1999 ..... Add $50.00 $
Full-time students*
CODE NO._________________________________ $70.00 $
CODE NO._________________________________ $70.00 $
CODE NO._________________________________ $70.00 $

Technical Session Fees (June 9–11, 1999)
Current member fee................................................ $400.00 $
(Applies to individual members of USENIX, EurOpen national groups, JUS, and AUUG)

Non-member or renewing member fee**........... $480.00 $
**Join or renew your USENIX membership, for 
no additional fee, AND attend the conference. Check here: ❏

Join or renew your SAGE membership......... Add $30.00 $
(You must be a current member of USENIX)

Extreme Linux Workshop (attendance is limited).....Check here: ❏

Late fee if postmarked after May 3, 1999 ..... Add $50.00 $
Full-time student* fee, pre-registered or on-site.... $75.00 $
Full-time student* fee including USENIX 

membership fee....................................................... $100.00 $
Join or renew Student SAGE membership... Add $15.00 $
(You must be a current member of USENIX)

*Students: attach a photocopy of current student I.D.

TOTAL DUE $

Copy this form as needed. Type or print clearly.

Please complete this registration form and return it along with full payment to:
USENIX Conference Office, 22672 Lambert St., Suite 613, 
Lake Forest, CA USA 92630   Phone: 1.949.588. 8649   Fax: 1.949.588.9706
You may FAX your registration form to 1.949.588.9706 if paying by credit
card. To avoid duplicate billing, please DO NOT mail an additional copy.

REFUND/CANCELLATION POLICY If you must cancel, all refund requests must
be in writing with your signature, and postmarked no later than May 28, 1999. Telephone
cancellations cannot be accepted. You may substitute another in your place. Call the
conference office for details: 1.949.588.8649. 

(            ) (            )

/

Payment Must Accompany This Form
Payment (U.S. dollars only) must accompany this form. Purchase orders,
vouchers, email, and telephone registrations cannot be accepted.


